
My Soul Success 
Self Honoring Declaration ContractI, _____________________________________ ,hereby commit to fully honoring myself in heart, mind, body and spirit for the next30 days (and beyond if I choose.) I commit to connecting daily to my infinite self and claimingthe highest vibrations available to me. I committo allowing for the continual melting away of all the old, limiting beliefs, stories, patterns and densevibrational boxes that have kept me confined in a reality that didn't honor, reflect or serve myradiance, my light, and my highest purpose.I commit to taking daily action in the cleansing, clearing, purifying, and detoxifying of myself, myrelationships and my surroundings so that I amaligned with the pure love, joy and limitless consciousness that is available to me. I commit tomaking the most nurturing, loving choices for myself in each moment. I commit to taking accountabilityand responsibility for the quality of my life and myown personal home frequency, energy and vibration beginning right now. I choose to activate and embody the energy of grace,fun, divine flow, gratitude and ease as I step fully into my authentic power and honor this commitment tomyself. I commit to the daily practice of non-judgment,an empowering attitude of gratitude, daily intuitivecheck-ins, and the sincere blessing of all the beauty, 



opportunities and love available to me. I alsocommit to being kind and compassionate tomyself while I am releasing and purging old ways of being that no longer work for me so that I can create the space within me and around me toactivate and apply new practical and energetic tools, actions, skills and empowering patterns to my life. I am open to the immediate and long-lasting shiftsand changes that will expand my reality in magical, miraculous new ways. I am willing to allow moreand more love into my world. I am open to the joy-fullactivation and amplification of my divine energy to thehighest vibration available to me in each moment. I elevate the frequency within me and around me with thepower of my conscious intention as often as possible.I courageously open myself to receive and attract overflowing abundance in all forms. I open myself fully toreceive all the gifts of wisdom, wealth, peace and joy that will continue to flood my awareness and experience each day. And finally, I open to receive all of the celebrations that thisexpansion, growth and healing will bring to me on my journey.I acknowledge that I deserve this! I am worthy of magnificenceand I will confidently shine my light and reveal my brilliance in beautiful new ways. So be it, and so it is. I AM FULLY LOVED!The time for unveiling my authentic self is NOW.Signed:____________________________Dated:__________
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